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LUXADD - More Light, Less Energy! 

LUXADD T12 to T5 
express Retrofit Kit 

In today’s world many businesses and households are more and more concerned 
about their energy expenses and the ecological foot print left by them on this 
globe. This number is a vast improvement compared to 10 years ago. However, 
in most cases, being energy efficient comes with a huge price tag and the amor-
tization time frames (i.e. in solar energy) are too long to include such products 
on the shopping list of a cost effective business or household. Most energy con-
sumers like instant savings and would like to provide better care for the environ-
ment, but their pocket book does not allow for such expenses. 
 
Our LUXADD retrofit products will combine your environmental conscious with 
your economic consciousness. They will provide you with energy savings be-
tween 40% to 75% depending on the use and installation and therefore will 
achieve amortization time frames for household managers as well as Chief Fi-
nancial Officers with even the sharpest pencils. 
 
With our LUXADD retrofit products you can improve your balance sheet and 
help the environment at the same time when it comes to your electricity spend-
ing. Additionally, energy prices are sensitive to political and economic instabili-
ties, environmental concerns and changing supply and demand. Energy prices 
can quickly rise, adversely affecting business by driving down profit margins. In 
addition, some countries, i.e. the USA, are entirely phasing out old, energy wast-
ing lighting technology with magnetic ballasts “T12 Phase out in 2012”, an-
other reason to act now. 
 
With our ground breaking LUXADD technology you can prepare for the future, 
start saving from the day one of installation and have a better lighting quality for 
your employees, clients or family members. You will also like, that the concept of 
our LUXADD retrofit products derives from German technology, but they are 
engineered and “made in USA”. 
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LUXADD - More Light, Less Energy! 

LUXADD T12 to T5 
express Retrofit Kit 

INSTANT SAVINGS 
 
The LUXADD T12 to T5 express Retrofit Kit (Conversion Adapter) is de-
signed to retrofit old 12 fluorescent light tube fixtures (magnetic ballast), to the 
newest technology of T5 fluorescent light tube fixtures (electronic ballast). The 
upgrade from an old magnetic T12 fixture to a new electronic T5 fixture results 
in instant energy savings of 40%-75%. 
 
INSTALLATION AS EASY AS 1-2-3 (No downtime - no labor costs) 

 
One of the great advantages of the LUXADD T12 to T5 express Retrofit Kit 
(Conversion Adapter) is that the existing magnetic ballast does not need to be 
replaced or bypassed, as usually done with conventional retrofits. This feature 
allows for quick and easy conversion with practically no labor costs. The installa-
tion of our T12 to T5 express Retrofit Kit is as easy as a lamp change, re-
quires no specialist, anyone can do it and is completed in minutes. 
 

GOOD FOR YOU AND THE ENVIRONMENT 
 

Our LUXADD T12 to T5 express Retrofit Kit (Conversion Adapter) operates 
with high frequency electronic ballast and eliminates entirely the dangerous 
strobe effect (eye-tiring flickering). In addition, the T5 lamp contains less mer-
cury and the electronic ballast produces less heat than the magnetic ballast re-
sulting in energy savings for air conditioning of up to 15%. 

Advantages of the LUXADD 
express Retrofit Kit: “Instant 
energy savings 40-75% - Less 

than 3 minutes installation time 
- Less than 1 year payback!”  
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